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keygen Office 2013 - Q: Facebook graph API - get total count of photos/photos removed from album I'm looking to get the total number of photos in a specific album. This is the suggested query: I can get the count of albums in
the album, but I'm having trouble figuring out how to get the total count of pictures within it. Any ideas? A: For non-photos albums the result of the query is the following: { "data": [ { "id": "145437979270569", "from": {

"name": "Matt Woods", "id": "1234" }, "picture": "" } ] } So the number of items would be on top of the list in "data". (See here for more details). If the photos are in a photo album, the result will be something different (try it
for yourself!). You can perform a query like this: And the result will be the total number of photos in the album. (Again, for details see here) Q: How do I use Smarty variables in an included PHP file? I'm using Smarty to include

PHP files that I would like to be able to edit to alter their contents. My current setup is similar to this: template_dir = 'templates'; $smarty->compile_dir = 'includes'; $smarty->template_base = 'test.tpl'; $smarty->assign('docs',
'html'); $smarty->display('test.tpl'); ?>
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